ERGAA Quarterly Report

Third Quarter 2017
Updates of ERGAA related activities

- ERGAA AGM 2017
- Company Visit - Oursky
- ERGAA 1st Committee meeting
- CUHK Gala Dinner
- Networking Event ERGAA X CSEAA X CUAEA
- Publicity
ERGAA AGM 2017

- Date: 5 Aug, 2017
- Venue: CUHK
- Our new committee members of ERGAA 2017-2019
Company visit - Oursky

- Date: 19 Aug, 2017
- Venue: Oursky Office
- Founder Ben Cheng - CUHK ERG Alumni Sharing
ERGAA 1st committee meeting

● Date: 25th Aug, 2017
● Venue: CityU
CUHK Gala Dinner

- Date: 1st Sep, 2017
- Venue: HKECE
- ERGAA representatives were so happy to meet other CUHK alumni
Networking Event ERGAA X CSEAA X CUAEA

- Date: 21st Sept, 2017
- Venue: ASTA Office, Wan Chai
- Stephen Po (QooApp) shared his startup journey to our ERGAA X CSEAA X CUAEA Alumni
Networking Event ERGAA X CSEAA X CUAEA
Publicity

- The updated info of ERGAA was published on CUHK Alumni Magazine in Sep 2017